
Sexy Sonic
Solutions For The
Modern Creative 



BRANDS WE'VE WORKED WITH:



Create Your
Dream Space.
We make studio grade acoustic panels with customizable high-resolution
artwork & optional WIFI controllable RGBW LED front and back lighting. 

For Musicians & Producers / DJs / Gamers & Streamers / Content Creators
/ Restaurants & Bars / Home Theatres and more... 



Art + Light +
Sound = Magic 
We HAND MAKE all of our acoustic panels in the USA with the highest quality
sound absorption materials available. Additionally, our products are
wrapped in high-resolution pieces of cutting edge artwork created by some
of the best and most exclusive visual artists on the planet, printed on state of
the art dye sublimation machines. 



Uncompromising
Sound. 
Room acoustics describes how sound behaves in a space. If
the room has no sound absorbing surfaces (wall, roof and
floor), the sound will bounce between these surfaces and will
not be heard accurately. This is because the listener hears both
the direct sound and reflected sound waves, simultaneously.
This causes “standing waves” in the room which translate to
spikes and dips in the overall EQ curve of the speakers. The
result is an inaccurate representation of the sound, often
described as “muddy,” “boomy” or “dull”.

Our products will not only help to absorb reflections
(reverberation) in your room, but will also help to tighten up the
sound coming from your sound system and/or studio monitors. 



244 Landscape Panel
(2' x 4')

Starting at $225

All panels come with the option of 4" or 2" thickness.

244 Portrait Panel
(2' x 4')

Starting at $225
244 Cascade Panels

(6' x 4')
Starting at $625



All panels come with the option of 4" or 2" thickness.

444 Square Panel
(4' x 4')

Starting at $449334 Square Panel
(3' x 3')

Starting at $249



Lighting
Systems
All of our panels come with the option of single density RGB
LED back lighting and triple density RGBW LED front lighting
(powered by a single 110v or 220v power supply per panel). 

Both LED systems are WIFI controllable with the Magic Home
app (available free of charge) on your smart phone (Android or
IOS) and/or Google Home & Amazon Alexa.



244 Portrait panels have one chrome fixture at the top and
another identical fixture at the bottom.
244 Landscape panels and 334 Square panels have one extra
wide chrome fixture at the top
444 Square panels have one extra wide chrome fixture at the
top and another identical fixture at the bottom

FRONT LIGHTING:

*Additional $150 add-on per panel

All panels with RGB LED back lighting come with LED strips
around the back perimeter which make the back wall glow.

BACK LIGHTING:

*Additional $75 add-on per panel



Projection
Mapping
Looking for that visual edge no one else has? Our
team can help come up with a STUNNING projection
mapping package that will cause your hair stand on
edge, and make your space memorable for YEARS to
come, all while getting the sound of your room under
control!

COMING SOON!



WE MAKE ACOUSTIC
PRODUCTS FOR...



Musicians &
Producers
Most home studios these days are completely devoid of
acoustic treatment. But did you know that speakers are only as
good as the room they're in? It’s true, you’re not really hearing
the full audio capability of your speakers if your room doesn’t
have any professional treatment to absorb the reflections off
your walls and ceiling.



DJs
Got a DJ setup at home? Wanna take your space to the next
level by making it look and sound amazing? Then you’ll love our
high resolution acoustic art panels with WIFI controllable RGB
LED front and back lighting! Our professional acoustic panels
will not only tighten up the sound in your room but light up your
space like the 4th of July!



Gamers /
Streamers
We’re answering the call to gamers & streamers across the
globe to not only tighten up the sound in modern gaming
rooms, but also to provide streamers with the slickest modern
esthetic possible for backdrops with our full color, high
resolution graphics and RGB LED front and back lighting.



Play Cave
Enthusiasts 
You work hard. You need a place to escape. We understand.
Everyone needs a place they can go where the atmosphere is
fun and exciting, and what better place to do that than in your
own custom built play cave at home?

If you wanna deck your space out while making it sound great,
then our acoustic art and WIFI controllable RGB LED panels are
just the ticket.



Content
Creators
New content creators are popping up daily, and the only way to
set yourself apart is with high quality content, stunning video
broadcasts and, of course, impeccable sound. 

Let us help you make your space sound perfect and look truly
unforgettable to your fans and followers with our high resolution
art panels and WIFI controllable LED lighting.



Restaurants
& Bars
Restaurants, bars and cafes are notorious for bad sound. In
fact, the noise levels can be the deciding factor on whether or
not some of your customers ever return (just read the nasty
Yelp reviews on some restaurants!). Our panels will not only
help to bring the sound down to a comfortable level, but can
also help add style and panache to your space.



Offices 
Offices can be deafening, from the constant sound of people
on telephones to the incessant hum of computer fans and
printers. Let us help make your office space less chaotic, while
adding a classy esthetic, with our high resolution acoustic art
panels and Wifi controllable RGB LED front and back lighting.
After all, you spend a lot of time at work, shouldn’t it be a little
more fun?



Spas 
Give your customers a more tranquil experience by adding our
acoustic panels to your space. Not only will our products help to
decrease general noise, but our high resolution art and
dimmable Wifi controlled RGB LED front and back lighting will
add that 'special' touch to any room.



Corporate branding &
Limited Edition Runs 
PSY Acoustics is working with companies across the globe to create specialized panel runs for corporate branding as well
as limited edition promotions.

Whether you want to buy panels directly from us, or have us do the hosting, manufacturing and drop shipment to your
customers directly, we will work with you to come up with a specialized manufacturing plan that works best for your
company and your customer base.



Art Ingestion &
Formatting

Create Custom
Landing Page

Promotion

Ordering Made
Available

Print / Assemble
Ship To

Customer

Order Flow
For PSY Acoustics hosted branding & limited edition runs 



Custom Brand Content Partnerships





Endorsement Deals

Musicians / Producers / Bands / DJs
Gamers / Streamers
Content Creators / Podcasts

PSY Acoustics is committed to building ongoing relationships with influencers and brands in as
many relevant arenas as possible.

 



Neon Vines

176k - YouTube
70k - Instagram

Music Artist
Tritonal

133k - YouTube
127k - Instagram

Music Artist
Jordan Rudess

109k - YouTube
 

Dream Theatre 
Andy Lunique

30k - Twitter

Epic Games

Chef PK

243k - YouTube
 

Content Creator

Fightin Cowboy 

834k - YouTube
80k - Twitch

 

Gamer/Streamer 
Kali Audio

 

Company

PSY Acoustics Endorsees

Kinda Funny 

300k - YouTube
175k - Twitter

Podcast



3d Na'tee

96k - YouTube
240k - Instagram

Music Artist

Benn Jordan

85k - YouTube
18k - Instagram

Music Artist
Venus Theory

85k - YouTube
20k - Instagram

Music Artist
Burke Black 

40k - YouTube
290k - Twitch

Gamer/Streamer

Libra Rising
Music

 

Company

PSY Acoustics Endorsees

Delrith

21k - Twitter
28k - Twitch

Gamer/Streamer

Priyon Joni

36k - YouTube
 

Pioneer Global DJ



We're
Ready To
Work With
You! 
 

EMAIL

info@psyacoustics.com

WEBSITE

psyacoustics.com

PHONE

+1 (503) 912-4448(ext. 909) 


